It’s 1949 at Schoolstraat 6
(The Pedigree behind the Pedigree of ‘MIX’ 1e
Samdpr 2018 Soetdoring Loft, South Africa)
Researched and written by Thomas Smit, Racing Pigeon Journalist
The detailed Pedigree of ‘MIX’ contains a complete Genetic Profile of most of
the REFERENCE Birds that represent the Soetdoring loft Foundation stock. It’s
Researched from1949 to demonstrate the Strength of the Orig. Ace Pigeons!
Introduction (The Passion)
When we have a passion for life we do not just live it. Applied to pigeon
racing, if you are just a little ambitious, there is no other sport on this planet
that takes possession of our hearts and minds with such intensity as breeding
the ultimate pigeon racing machine. And when nature becomes tactically good
to you, in blessing your choice of prime racing pigeon stock, it’s consequential
that the world press is going to jam on your cell-phone. That is exactly what
happened to a very skilful South African pigeon fancier, the late Gigi Gaddin,
when his Chequered Pied hen ‘MIX’, collected $200,000 for her Break-A-Way
win in the SA Million Dollar Pigeon Race, known as the Tour De France of
Pigeon Racing. And the whole world knows she Auctioned to an ambitious
Mike Ganus in the US for ZAR1, 150 000.00 ($94 728.17) - the most expensive
SA Bird ever sold and the 2nd most expensive SAMDPR winner next to the
wonderful pigeon, ‘Laura’, that won the SAMDPR winner for Ganus in 2016.
Pigeon racing is a passion, we feel it, but the pedigree of ‘MIX’ shows we must
also ‘think’ it! Best still, you should also own some – and live the dream, it’s a
journey, and a success story one should follow!
‘’You need a Special Pigeon’’ these were the words of the exact same Mr Mike
Ganus, collector of SAMDPR Winners, when he explained his approach to his
choice of breeders for the SAMDPR when measuring the SA climatic conditions
and the demands of the race. In fact Mr Ganus owns one bird that bred two
SAMDPR winners! As a result, we have it accurately researched – One-Day Loft
Pigeon Races, but more specifically the SAMDPR, produce that special
pigeon! Likewise, the under-bidders that chased after buying ‘MIX’ came from
the same school of thought
After Winning 16 One Day Loft Races with several 2nd, 3rd and Ace bird
accolades, the late Mr Gigi Gaddin also knew you need a special pigeon! And
that is what I saw at his beautiful racing pigeon complex on his Nylstroom farm

– special pigeons! That is why I researched them and wrote the pedigree of
‘MIX’ and predicted on Social Media she will auction for more than a Million!

The Pedigree of ‘MIX’ - Gr.Gr.Dam on her Dam side ZA NRU 2078-12
Breaking News - The influence of Kitchenbrandsloft & G. Koopman
*Zander* Azurit* Zorro* King* Raubritter*Bjarne* Den Dromer* Kannibaal*

Let’s Journey together, to see how it all began!
Let me provide a little background, I was born in 1955, my Dad and I always
kept pigeons casually – a MIX of all sorts. As a schoolboy in 1968, I officially
received my first imported racing pigeon as a gift from Mr Jan Donk, a Dutch
fancier living in South Africa. He told me it’s a pigeon of the strain of the
Janssens Bros. Now let’s go a little back in time and pay them a visit!
Its 1949 and we are now at Schoolstraat 6, Arendonk- Belgian Province of
Antwerp, the Town size is only 55.38 km², but it is known World-wide!

‘Vos van 49’ x ‘Viteske van 46’ we are outside the loft next to the pear tree
and we are just looking at this wonderful pair of Janssens Pigeons. They
produced ‘De Bange of 51’ that produced ‘De Bange of 59’. A Dght of ‘De
Bange of 59’ was mated to the ‘Oude Fabry 60’. This mating produced ‘Oude
Witoger’ & the ‘Zus Oude Witoger’ / The ‘Zus Oude Witoger’ was mated to
‘Stier van 55’ (a Br of ‘De Bange of 59’) this mating produced ‘De Donkere
Stier’ who is mated to ‘Kleintje – 65’ (another Dght of ‘De Bange of 59’) and
this mating produced the famous ‘De Merckx of 67’ B 67-6282031
Dght of ‘De Merckx 67’ ‘Goei Duifke 72’ (Belg 6112590-72) this wonderful Hen
is strong in the Pedigree of ‘MIX’ as you will later see! She is bred from ‘De
Jonge Merckx’ B70-6243257 (Of ‘De Merckx 67’ x ‘Geschelpte Roodoog’)
when mated to ‘De Licht Van 67’ B67-5222263 (off B62-6747269 X B636510701 ‘Dght vd Stier’) Now please follow this closely ‘Goei Duifke 72’ was
mated back then with two different Cocks: With ‘Late Blauwe Geeloger’ B79-

6752141 she Produced ‘Gouden Duifje’ B81-6116734 and mated to ‘De Oude
Raket v 73’ B73-6276400 (her own Son) she produced ‘De Jonge Raket’ B766129297
‘De Merckx 67’ (21x 1e) B67-6282031

Three Important Gr.Sons of ‘Goei Duifke 72’
‘Raket van 84’ B84-6726519 he was produced when ‘De Jonge Raket’ (Inbred
Son of ‘Goei Duifke 72’) was mated to B82-6729646 (a Dght of ‘De Witpen’
B77-6768058.) ‘Zitter van 85’ B85-105259 Top Racer/Breeder and its Brother
‘De Beatrixdoffer’ B88-2763998 (Class act Racer & Foundation breeder), they
were bred when ‘Gouden Duifje’ (Dght of ‘Goei Duifke 72’) was mated to B781342748 (‘DE 48’) of ‘the Kanon Lijn’. The offspring of these 3 Cocks were
interchangeably used with each other’s offspring & varied in matings with
‘Golden Lady’ the Dght of ‘Kannibaal’ which produced a new era for G & C
Koopman.

‘Eric’ NL88-4024619 & ‘Sister Eric’ NL88-4024671 is bred from the combination
of ‘Raket van 84’ with a Van Loon hen B85-6294112. Three years later ‘Zitter
van 85’ is also mated to a Van Loon Hen B86-1998314 and they produced
‘Moeder Gentil’ NL 91-5112715, which is then mated to ‘Eric’ and they
produced ‘Gentil’, who was mated to ‘Golden Lady’ that produced the ‘Kleine
Dirk Dynasty’: ‘Kleine Dirk’, ‘Judy’, ‘Annelies’ etc., / ‘De Beatrixdoffer’ was
also mated to ‘Golden Lady’ that produced ‘Noble Blue’, who mated to its ½
Sist ‘Annelies’ produced Casina’ NL03-1731624.

The Sequential Key Birds in our discussion are within the
Pedigree of ZA NRU 2078-12 Gr. Gr.Dam of ‘MIX’ The
Presence of the ‘Kannibaal’, Sire of Golden Lady’ features
7 x in the Genetic Profile through the following Pigeons:
‘Zander’ (6e SAMDPR Final), ‘Malcolm’ (Sire of Azurit’), ‘Casina’ (Double
Gr.Dght ‘Golden Lady’) & ‘Gazira’ - It’s known that ‘Zander’ is +-50% Van Loon,
but not generally publicised that he has the ‘Kannibaal’ 3x in its pedigree & ‘De
Beatrixdoffer’ 2x, ‘Raket van 84’ 2x & ‘Zitter van 85’ Once.
These World Renowned Combinations form the Foundation of the Loft of the
Janssens Bros. And Van Loon via G. & C Koopman (with the abundant
presence of ‘Kannibaal’) was beautifully injected with the Fighting Spirit of
Chris Hebberecht and the Den Dromer line, twice through ‘Bjarne’ and then
matched to the All-Rounds of George Oswald & Wilhelm Stoll and Once more
injected with the fighting Spirit of Super Crack (French) Crusson, secured the
Ultimate Racing Machines – a Dynasty of Special Pigeons!
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